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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ANALYZING
TAX AVOIDANCE

may alloW the transaction itself to occur and any non-tax

bene?ts to accrue, While preventing any tax-avoiding conse

quences arising therefrom.
States can and have used authority similar to IRC Section

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

482 to augment state corporate taxable income or to reverse

corporate actions taken solely for the purpose of reducing
payment of state taxes. HoWever, simply because state gov
ernments possess this poWer, their ability to effectively Wield
it is not guaranteed. States are not normally equipped to go up

This claims the bene?t of US. Provisional Patent Applica
tion Ser. No. 60/549,682, ?led Mar. 4, 2004, Which is hereby

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

against large corporations Who employ numerous accoun
tants, economists, and consultants in attempts to reduce their
tax liability. States may ?nd even more dif?culty When going

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

up against numerous large corporations on an individual

This invention relates generally to a system and method for

basis. These and other problems exist.
In vieW of the foregoing, it Would be desirable to provide
systems and methods for analyZing tax avoidance.

analyzing a taxpaying entity’s ?nancial information, and
more particularly to the use of one or more ?nancial ratios to

determine the amount of tax avoidance committed by the

taxpaying entity.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
20

State corporate income tax receipts have been shrinking

invention is applicable to solving problems in the area by

over the last ten to ?fteen years. Many corporations doing

providing tax-collecting entities With transfer pricing analy

business in the US. are reducing their state taxes through a

number of Widely used tax evasion/avoidance schemes.

These corporations may inappropriately reduce tax payments
to states by maneuvering income, expenses, and assets solely
for the purpose of cutting their taxes. These practices may be
aided by major accounting ?rms and consultants Who have
developed successful strategies for assisting ?rms With “tax
management,” a euphemism for tax avoidance schemes.

25

ses for individual taxpaying entities. As used herein, an indi
vidual taxpaying entity may include a company, a corpora
tion, a partnership, a non-pro?t organiZation, or any other

taxpaying entity. In an embodiment, an independent party,
With expertise in the tax ?eld, may scrutiniZe individual cor
porate taxpayers’ tax liability and execute an accurate and
30

detailed transfer pricing analysis more e?iciently than tax

collecting entities. Armed With these transfer pricing analy

A major component of tax management involves organi
Zations engaging in favorable transactions With commonly
controlled entities. A commonly controlled entity need not be
an incorporated entity or a?iliated entity, but may be any

Various aspects of the invention overcome many draW
backs associated With transfer pricing and tax avoidance. The

ses, tax-collecting entities may collect tax revenue that has
been inappropriately shifted or avoided. For example, a tax
paying entity may include a state subsidiary of a national
35

corporation (e.g., a given retail establishment in a chain of

entity that is controlled, directly or indirectly, by the same
interests. Transactions With commonly controlled entities

establishments). The present invention may identify that the

(controlled transactions) may be structured so that the tax

Would be expected given one or more ?nancial ratios of the

state taxes paid by the state subsidiary are loWer than What

burden on one or more of the parties is less than it Would have

been had the transaction not taken place or if the transaction

had taken place at arms-length, betWeen independent parties.
A lessened tax burden may be the result of favorable dis
tributions of income, deductions, tax credits, or alloWances
stemming from a controlled transaction. This and other tax
avoidance practices are knoWn as “transfer pricing.” Transfer
pricing is most commonly discussed on a federal scale for
transactions that cross national borders. HoWever, similar
transactions betWeen organizations in different states may

subsidiary and, therefore, that the subsidiary is likely to be
40

in the amount oWed to the state may be pursued.
An embodiment of the invention may be implemented
through the use of a computer system or netWork Wherein a
45

US. subsidiary of a foreign company is not properly report
ing its income in the US, an IRS economist’s report adjust
ing the subsidiary’s US. income may be issued to the tax
payer. The authority for this income adjustment is provided
by US. Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 482. Regula
tions governing IRC Section 482 state, “The purpose of Inter
nal Revenue Code Section 482 is to ensure that taxpayers

pricing analysis to states. HoWever, providing such analysis
to other entities is contemplated. This process may be used to
50

aggregate tax information, including data concerning various
corporations and taxpaying entities, may be searched for par
55

60

ties that engage in tax avoidance. This initial search may scan
tax data for taxpaying entities that engage in controlled trans
actions. A controlled transaction may be any transaction that
an organiZation conducts With a commonly controlled entity.
A commonly controlled entity need not be an incorporated
entity or a?iliated entity, but may be any entity that is con

trolled, directly or indirectly, by the same interests.
The tax data of an individual taxpaying entity identi?ed

and to prevent the avoidance of taxes With respect to such

transactions.” The IRS adjusts entities’ tax liability by re
allocating income, deductions, credits, or alloWances based

trolled transaction Were independently controlled parties
engaging in an arms-length transaction. This re-allocation

provide to such entities information concerning corporations,
various types of business associations, or other entities.
In an embodiment of the invention, a tax-collecting entity’ s

clearly re?ect income attributable to controlled transactions,

on What the allocation Would have been if parties to a con

tax-collecting entity receives transfer pricing/tax adjustment
analysis from an independent party or monitoring entity. As
described herein, the invention relates to providing transfer

alter the tax liability of one or more organiZations in one or

more states. These often complex transactions make it di?i
cult for states to determine the tax liability of certain organi
Zations.
When the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) believes that a

engaging in tax avoidance schemes. A detailed analysis of the
taxpayer’s tax avoidance may be generated and tax collection

through an initial controlled transaction search may be iso

lated and subject to transfer pricing analysis. This transfer
65

pricing analysis may identify Whether the taxpaying entity
actually engages in tax avoidance by Way of tax-favorable
controlled transactions. If tax-avoiding activity is identi?ed, a
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tax adjustment may be performed for the taxpaying entity.
Tax adjustments may involve the re-distribution, re-appor
tioning, or re-allocation of the taxpaying entity’s income,

upon speci?c request of the tax collecting entity or on a

regular schedule (monthly, bimonthly, quarterly, yearly, etc.).
A monitoring entity or other independent party may gen
erate an income adjustment report after transfer pricing

deductions, credits, or allowances to more accurately re?ect
the taxpaying entity’ s tax liability had it not engaged in trans

analysis is performed. An income adjustment report may be
requested by a tax-collecting entity after transfer pricing

fer pricing. Such adjustments may be based on the expected
outcome of the organiZation’s controlled transactions had

analysis or may be provided on the initiative of a monitoring

they been arms-length transactions between independently

entity. An income adjustment report may be used internally

controlled parties. Data resulting from these tax adjustments

by a tax collecting entity and may include all of the informa

may be used in an effort to collect the estimated tax liability

tion necessary to justify or support a tax adjustment for a

owed from an individual taxpaying entity.
In an embodiment, transfer pricing analysis may be based
on a comparison of an individual taxpaying entity’s pro?t
levels to the pro?t levels of similarly situated independent

particular taxpaying entity. The income adjustment report,
and the information it contains, may be used in conjunction
with attempts to collect tax-adjusted revenue.
In one embodiment of the invention, tax data received from
a tax collecting entity may be processed for use in transfer

organizations. As part of this transfer pricing analysis, infor
mation from a taxpaying entity’s tax return may be used to

pricing analysis or tax adjustment. Tax collecting entities may

compute a standard set of one or more ?nancial ratios. Federal

use many different formats on which to store their tax ?les. In

and/ or state tax data may be used to calculate such ?nancial

order to make transfer pricing analysis more e?icient, this

ratios. These ?nancial ratios may measure the relationships

data must be converted to a form that can easily be read by

between pro?t and costs incurred (or resources employed)
and may re?ect the magnitude of returns that a taxpaying
entity is reporting on its capital, assets, and/or sales. These

20

pricing and report generation software. This process may

?nancial ratios may include the rate of return on the capital

employed, the ratio of operating pro?t to sales, the ratio of
gross pro?t to operating expenses, or other pro?t level indi

standardiZed transfer pricing and report generation software.
Following format conversion, tax data may be subject to error
detection and gap ?lling before being sent on to transfer

25

differ for different tax collecting entities due to variations
among data formats and data ?elds.

cators.

Financial ratios for a taxpaying entity under scrutiny may
then be compared to similar ratios for independent companies
operating in the same industry. Ratios for independent com
panies operating in the same industry, or information used in
calculating such ratios, may come from an independent

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

30

source, such as the Standard and Poor’s CompustatTM data

FIG. 1 illustrates a ?owchart of an exemplary process for

base for publicly traded companies. Comparison of these
ratios may reveal that the taxpaying entity under scrutiny is
earning a less than acceptable rate of return as compared to

analyZing tax avoidance in accordance with the present inven
35

in accordance with the present invention;

acceptable rate of return may include ratios that indicate
40

acceptable rate of pro?t may suggest that the taxpaying entity
engages in controlled transactions that produce tax liabilities
lower than if the same transactions had been conducted at

arms -length between independent parties. A taxpaying entity

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

that has been identi?ed as earning a less than acceptable rate
of return may be ?agged to have its controlled transactions or

FIG. 1 illustrates a process 100, in which state tax data is
used to generate income adjustment amounts for certain tax

?nancial data investigated further and its tax liability
50

Taxpaying entities ?agged to receive tax adjustments may
have their income adjusted after re-distribution, re-apportion
ing, or re-allocation of income, deductions, credits, or allow
ances. Such re-distribution, re-apportioning, or re-allocation
may be based on the expected outcome of an organiZation’s
controlled transactions if such transactions had been con

ducted at arms length between independent parties. Tax
adjustments may then be calculated from the resultant values.
In another embodiment of the invention, a tax-collecting
entity may cooperate with a monitoring entity to identify

paying entities. An operation 101 may include the collection
and storage of tax data received from a tax-collecting entity.
In an operation 103, data from operation 101 may be searched

55

to identify taxpaying entities who are candidates for tax
adjustment. Tax adjustment may refer to any action that a tax
collecting entity may take to re-distribute, re apportion, re

60

deductions, credits, allowances, or other measure, for the
purpose of more clearly re?ecting a taxpaying entity’s tax
liability. The initial search of operation 103 may scan state tax
data for indicators of tax avoidance, such as taxpaying entities

allocate, or otherwise adjust a taxpaying entity’s income,

revenue that may be collected from taxpayers engaging in tax

that engage in controlled transactions. A controlled transac
tion may be any transaction that an organiZation conducts

avoidance. The monitoring entity may receive aggregate tax

data from the tax-collecting entity, identify taxpaying entities
that engage in controlled transactions, perform transfer pric
ing analysis on those taxpaying entities, and calculate tax
adjustments for those taxpaying entities who engage in trans
fer pricing. The monitoring entity may perform this service

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary process in which income
adjustment reports are generated for a state in accordance

with the present invention; and
FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary computer implemented
system for analyZing tax avoidance in accordance with the
present invention.

An indication that a taxpaying entity is earning a less than

adjusted.

tion;
FIG. 2 illustrates a ?owchart of an exemplary process of
using one or more ?nancial ratios in transfer pricing analysis

independent ?rms engaged in the same activity. The determi
nation of whether a taxpaying entity is earning a less than

pro?t levels below the interquartile range of pro?t levels for
independent ?rms engaged in similar activities.

For a better understanding of the present invention, refer
ence is made to the following description, taken in conjunc
tion with the accompanying drawings, in which like reference
characters refer to like parts throughout, and in which:

65

with a commonly controlled entity. A commonly controlled
entity need not be an incorporated entity or af?liated entity,
but may be any entity that is controlled, directly or indirectly,
by the same interests. Operation 103 may also scan for other
indicators of tax avoidance.

US 7,716,104 B2
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The tax data of an individual taxpaying entity identi?ed
through the initial search of operation 103 may be isolated in
an operation 105. In an operation 107, a taxpaying entity’s
isolated tax data may be subject to transfer pricing analysis.

taxpaying entity is engaging in suspiciously tax-favorable
controlled transactions), the taxpaying entity may be ?agged
to receive a tax adjustment. The determination of Whether a

taxpaying entity is earning a less than acceptable rate of return
may include the determining of ratios that indicate pro?t
levels beloW the interquartile range of pro?t levels for inde
pendent ?rms engaged in similar activities.
Taxpaying entities ?agged to receive tax adjustments may
have their income adjusted after an investigation into the
particulars of their controlled transactions. Speci?cally, a
taxpaying entity may have its income, deductions, credits, or
alloWances re-distributed, re-appor‘tioned, or re-allocated to
re?ect amounts that Would exist had the entity’s controlled
transactions actually been arms-length transactions betWeen

The analysis of operation 107 may include scrutiny of the
?nancial data and/or controlled transactions of a taxpaying
entity. Operation 107 may uncover tax avoidance by a tax

paying entity that is under scrutiny by estimating the result of
that entity’s controlled transactions, had such transactions

had been conducted by independent parties, at arms-length.
If tax avoidance is identi?ed in operation 107, tax adjust
ment may be pursued for the taxpaying entity in an operation
109. Tax adjustments may include re-distribution, re-appor
tioning, or re-allocation of income, deductions, credits, or
alloWances. Such adjustments may be based on the predicted
level of tax liability of a taxpaying entity if its controlled
transactions had actually been arms-length transaction
betWeen independent parties. Such adjustments may also be
based under the general principles recited in Internal Revenue
Code section 482 (IRC 482) and associated regulations gov

independent parties. Income adjustments may also be based
on a taxpaying entity’s ratio value relative to the ratios of

independent ?rms engaged in similar activities. Tax adjust
20

ments may then be calculated from adjusted income values.
In another embodiment, a tax-collecting entity may coop
erate With a monitoring entity to identify revenue that may be
collected from taxpaying entities engaging in tax avoidance.
The monitoring entity may receive tax data from the tax

25

collecting entity, identify taxpaying entities that engage in
controlled transactions, perform transfer pricing analysis on
those taxpaying entities, calculate tax adjustments for those
taxpaying entities engaging in tax avoidance, and report the

erning inter-company pricing for related party transactions.
In an operation 111, tax adjustments or income adjustments
may be recorded and stored for later use.
FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary process 200, in Which tax

data of individual taxpaying entities may be subject to trans

fer pricing analysis. An operation 201 may include gathering
the information necessary to compute a set of one or more

results of this process to the tax-collecting entity. The moni

?nancial ratios. This information may include state and fed
eral tax data and/or other ?nancial information regarding a

taxpaying entity suspected of tax avoidance. This information

toring entity may perform this service speci?cally upon
request of the tax collecting entity or on a regular schedule
30

may include tax data and/or other ?nancial information for

In one embodiment, an income adjustment report may be

one or more tax years.

generated after transfer pricing analysis is performed. An

In an operation 203, a taxpaying entity’ s data may be used

income adjustment report may be requested by a tax-collect

to compute the set of one or more ?nancial ratios. These

?nancial ratios may measure the relationships betWeen pro?t
and costs incurred (or resources employed) and may re?ect
the magnitude of returns that a taxpaying entity is reporting
on its capital, assets, and/or sales. These ?nancial ratios may
include the rate of return on the capital employed, the ratio of

35

operating pro?t to sales, the ratio of gross pro?t to operating

40

In an operation 205, one or more ?nancial ratios for inde

45

similar industries may come from an independent source,

50

on criteria indicating Whether tax collection is desirable. An
example of the type of information on Which the decision of

55

operation 3 03 may be based, is the magnitude of the estimated
tax adjustment for a particular taxpaying entity. Very loW tax
adjustments may not be pursued because they may not be
Worth the effort, While very large tax adjustments may not be
pursued because they may lead to great resistance and expen
sive litigation With a taxpaying entity. The decision in opera
tion 303, or similar decisions, may take place at any point in
the tax avoidance process and are not limited to decisions

60

In an operation 207, the one or more ?nancial ratios for

earning a less than acceptable rate of return as compared to

independent ?rms engaged in the same activity (e.g., the

of transfer pricing analysis or tax adjustment are provided to
a state government or other tax collecting entity. An operation
303 indicates that a tax collecting entity may decide Whether
or not to pursue tax adjustment and collection for a particular

related classi?cation.

taxpaying entities under scrutiny may be compared to the
ratios for companies operating in the same industry. If the
comparison of these ratios indicates that a taxpaying entity is

attempts to collect tax revenue from a taxpaying entity.
FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary process 300, in Which an

taxpaying entity. The decision of operation 303 may be based

the same or similar industries as the entity in question. Pref

entity in question. Information may be gathered for entities
from other less-speci?c, related industries (e.g., 3-digit or
2-digit SIC codes) When, for example, less than a threshold
number of entities (e.g., 8-10) are included in a more-speci?c,

support a tax adjustment for a particular taxpaying entity. An
income adjustment report may be used in conjunction With

income adjustment report may be generated after transfer
pricing analysis is performed. In an operation 301, the results

ered (e.g., the same set of one or more ?nancial ratios com

erably, ratios are gathered for entities in the most closely
related industries such as, for example, industries classi?ed
by the same 4-digit SIC industry classi?cation code as the

results of a transfer pricing analysis. An income adjustment
may include all of the information necessary to justify or

pendent companies operating in similar industries are gath

such as the Standard and Poor’s CompustatTM database for
publicly traded companies. These ratios may re?ect the same
type of calculations used to produce the standard set of ?nan
cial ratios of operation 203. Operation 205 may include the
sub-operation of determining Which entities are operating in

ing entity after the tax-collecting entity has received the
report may be used internally by the tax-collecting entity and

expenses, and/ or other pro?t level indicators.

puted in operation 203). Information for determining the
ratios (or the ratios themselves) for companies operating in

(monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly, yearly, etc.).

based on the magnitude of estimated tax adjustments.
If, in operation 303, a tax collecting entity decides not to
pursue tax adjustment, it may enter an operation 3 05, Wherein
the process is halted. If the process is halted, information

concerning a particular taxpaying entity may be stored foruse
65

at a later time. If, in operation 303, a tax collecting entity
decides to pursue tax adjustment for a particular taxpaying
entity, it may enter an operation 307.

US 7,716,l04 B2
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Following operation 307 may be an operation 309, in

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a system 400, according to
one embodiment of the invention. System 400 may comprise
a computer-implemented system capable of carrying out tax

which a tax collecting entity may request an income adjust
ment report from a monitoring entity. In an operation 311 the

avoidance analysis and income adjustment report generation.

tax-collecting entity may submit certain functional informa
tion that is speci?c to the particular taxpaying entity and/or
the taxpaying entity’s industry. The information of operation

System 400 may include a monitoring entity system 420, a
network 430, one or more industrial information databases
440 or other data sources, and one or more tax-collecting

311 may be submitted to the monitoring entity along with a
request for an income adjustment report, or may be submitted

entity databases 450 or other data sources.
In system 400, information from a state government or

after such request. Industry speci?c functional information
provided by the tax-collecting entity in operation 311 may

other tax collecting entity may be stored in tax-collecting

include information concerning the economic substance of
the particular controlled transactions that are under scrutiny
and may be used in generating an income adjustment report.
Information concerning the economic sub stance of controlled
transactions may also be provided for use in transfer pricing

entity database 450 or other data source. The information

stored in tax collecting entity database 450 or other data
source may include relevant tax data from one or more tax

years for one or more taxpaying entities.

Information residing on tax collecting entity database 450
may be transmitted to monitoring entity system 420 via net
work 430. Network 430 may include the Internet, a private
computer network, a wireless network, or other computer-to
computer information transmittal system. Information resid

analysis or for use in any embodiment of the invention. Some

of the functional information provided in operation 311 may

originate from the taxpaying entity itself.
A monitoring entity may provide a tax collecting entity
with industry speci?c functional analysis checklists that

20

ing on tax collecting entity database 450 or other data source

specify the information needed when requests for income
adjustment reports are made. These functional analysis

may also be transmitted to monitoring entity system 420 by
?oppy disk, data tapes, physical data entry, or other method of

checklists may vary from taxpaying entity to taxpaying entity,

transmittal. Monitoring entity system 420 may include one or

or from industry to industry. The functional analysis check
lists may aid tax-collecting entities in providing functional
information to the monitoring entity and may increase the

more personal computers, one or more servers, a network of
25

computers, or other computer implemented system capable
of carrying out tax avoidance analysis and report generation.
Tax information residing on monitoring entity system 420
may then be processed by a data processing module 422. Data

30

perform pre-processing for tax data. Data processing module

ef?ciency of income adjustment report generation.
Once a monitoring entity receives a request for an income

processing module 422 may include software necessary to

adjustment report along with or followed by industry speci?c
functional information, the monitoring entity may draft an
income adjustment report and provide it to the state in an
operation 313. Tax collection may then be pursued by the tax
collecting entity in an operation 315.
In one embodiment, tax data received from a state govem

ment may be processed for use in transfer pricing analysis or
tax adjustment. Tax data may be received from the state as
digital data from a mainframe or mini-computer system. It
may also be contained on data tapes, cartridges, paper, or
other format. Tax data may then be converted into a format
and placed on a medium that can be read and used by transfer

422 may manipulate tax data so that it may be compatible

with any of the remaining processes or actions performed by
monitoring entity system 420. Data processing module 422
may convert data received from tax collecting entity database
35

tion database 440 for errors or missing information. Data
40

wherever errors are found and corrected and/ or gaps are

one that may be used on personal computers). The procedures

found and ?lled.
45

qualities indicating whether taxpaying entities practice tax
avoidance or transfer pricing. Qualities indicating whether a

process. This process may scan for keypunch and typographi
and report-generating software. If errors are found in the

taxpaying entity practices tax avoidance or transfer pricing
50

required data ?elds, they may eitherbe corrected according to
available data or ?agged as requiring additional information.
This process may vary depending on the jurisdiction for

which the process is being performed, as the required data
?elds may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

55

If data required by transfer price testing or report generat
ing software is missing or ?agged as requiring additional
information, the missing data may be imputed or inferred. If
imputation of data is required, it may be noted and reported to

Tax data residing on monitoring entity system 420 may be
passed through an initial selection module 424. Initial selec
tion module 424 may scan aggregate tax data for certain

After the data conversion process has been completed, the
data may be subject to an error detection and correction

cal errors within the ?elds required by transfer price testing

processing module 422 may correct errors or ?ll gaps as

necessary. Data processing module 422 may make notation

price testing and report-generating software (for example,
used to convert tax data may vary from state to state depend
ing on the format on which individual states record and store
their tax data.

450 or industrial information database 440 to a format suit

able for use with other modules within monitoring entity
system 420. Data processing module 422 may search data
from tax collecting entity database 450 or industrial informa

60

the jurisdiction.

may include whether a taxpaying entity engages in controlled
transactions.
A transfer pricing module 426 may be used to perform
transfer pricing analysis on the tax data of individual taxpay

ing entities. Transfer pricing analysis may include any scru
tiny of an individual taxpaying entity’s ?nancial information
that would indicate whether, and to what extent, the taxpaying
entity has engaged in transfer pricing or tax avoidance. Trans
fer pricing module 426 may also calculate adjusted income,
deduction, credit, or allowance amounts and tax adjustments
for an individual taxpaying entity.
Information residing on one or more industrial information
databases 440 or other data sources may be transmitted to

After errors are corrected and missing data ?elds are ?lled,

the data may be written to a standard layout required by

monitoring entity system 420 via network 430. Information

transfer price testing and report- generating software. The
process for generating standard formatting may vary depend

residing on an industrial information database 440 may also

ing on the jurisdiction for which the data is performed, as the
data provided by states may vary.
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be transmitted to a monitoring entity system by ?oppy disk,
data tapes, physical data entry, or other method of transmittal.
Information transmitted from an industrial information data
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comparing the ratio of operating pro?t to sales for the

base 440 may be used by transfer pricing module 426 to
conduct transfer pricing analysis. Information from an indus

avoidance.
A report generation module 428 may be used to generate

at least one entity to the ratios of operating pro?t to
sales for the other entities in the industry; and
determining, as a result of the comparing, that the at
least one entity is likely to have avoided a state
corporate income tax.
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the state corporate
income tax data comprises aggregate state corporate income
tax data of a state tax collecting entity and Wherein the method
further comprises receiving the state corporate income tax
data from the state tax collecting entity.
3. The method of claim 2, further comprising pre-process
ing the state corporate income tax data prior to said searching.
4. The method of claim 1, Wherein said determining ratios
of operating pro?t to sales for a plurality of other entities in

income adjustment reports or other reports regarding taxpay
ing entities Whose tax data has undergone transfer pricing
analysis. Data from transfer pricing analysis of an individual

the industry comprises determining said ratios from commer
cially-available data for the plurality of other entities in the
industry and the method further comprises receiving the com

trial information database 440 may include data necessary to

calculate standard sets of ?nancial ratios for independent
?rms engaged in activities similar to individual taxpaying
entities Whose data is under transfer pricing scrutiny. The
information from industrial information database 440 may

also include pre-calculated ?nancial ratios.
Transfer pricing module 426 may compare a standard set of
one or more ?nancial ratios for an individual taxpaying entity

to the ?nancial ratios of similar entities. This comparison may

be performed for the purpose of identifying Whether, and to
What extent, the individual taxpaying entity is engaging in tax

taxpaying entity may be used by report generation module
428 to generate an income adjustment report.
Each of modules 422, 424, 426, and 428 may include any
suitable hardWare, softWare, or combination thereof for per
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mercially-available data comprises receiving data from Stan
dard & Poor’s Compustat database.
6. The method of clam 1, further comprising generating a

forming their respective functions. For example, a single
component of hardWare, softWare, or combination thereof
may be provided that performs the functions of modules 422,
424, 426, and 428. In the embodiment of FIG. 4, the modules
are shoWn as being implemented by monitoring entity system
420. In other embodiments, the modules may be performed at

report indicating a state tax adjustment for the at least one
25

entity.
7. The method of claim 1, Wherein said searching state
corporate income tax data for a plurality of entities for an
indicator that one or more of the entities is engaging in con

trolled transactions comprises searching the state corporate

separate facilities or in a distributed arrangement. For

example, functions of module 422 may be at least partially

mercially-available data from a commercial database.
5. The method of claim 4, Wherein said receiving the com
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income tax data for an indicator of apportioning of the plu

performed by the tax collecting entity, Whereas functions of
modules 424, 426, and 428 may be performed by monitoring

rality of entities.
8. The method of claim 1, Wherein said identifying com

entity system 420. In one embodiment, a computer readable
medium (e. g., a compact disc (CD) or other suitable memory)
may be encoded With computer executable instructions for
performing some or all of the functions of modules 422, 424,
426, and 428. Such a computer readable medium may be
offered for sale to, for example, administrators of monitoring
entity system(s) 420 or to tax collecting entities themselves.

prises identifying, as a result of the searching, a plurality of
entities that are likely to have engaged in controlled transac
tions and the method further comprises performing said trans

Thus it is seen that methods and systems are provided for
analyZing tax avoidance. Other embodiments, uses and

advantages of the invention Will be apparent to those skilled in
the art from consideration of the speci?cation and practice of
the invention disclosed herein. The speci?cation should be
considered exemplary only, and the scope of the invention is
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fer pricing analysis With respect to each of said plurality of
entities that are likely to have engaged in controlled transac
tions.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising determining
40

state corporate income tax adjustments.
10. The method of claim 1, Wherein said determining that
45

accordingly intended to be limited only by the folloWing
claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A computer-implemented method for identifying enti
ties that have avoided a state corporate income tax, the
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method comprising:
performing With a computer:
searching state corporate income tax data for a plurality
of entities for an indicator that one or more of the

entities is engaging in controlled transactions;

a state corporate income tax adjustment for each of said
plurality of entities that are likely to have engaged in con
trolled transactions and generating a report indicative of the

the at least one entity is likely to have avoided a state corpo

rate income tax comprises identifying that the ratio of oper
ating pro?t to sales for the at least one entity ranks beloW an
interquartile range of the ratios of operating pro?t to sales for
the other entities in the industry.
11. A system for identifying entities that have avoided a
state corporate income tax, the system comprising:
a computer con?gured to:
search state corporate income tax data for a plurality of
entities for an indicator that one or more of the entities
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is engaging in controlled transactions;

identifying, as a result of the searching, at least one

identify, as a result of the search, at least one entity that

entity that is likely to have engaged in controlled
transactions; and
performing a transfer pricing analysis With respect to the

is likely to have engaged in controlled transactions;

at least one entity, Wherein the transfer pricing analy

60

and
perform a transfer pricing analysis With respect to the at
least one entity, Wherein the transfer pricing analysis

sis comprises:

comprises:

determining, from state corporate income tax data for
the at least one entity, a ratio of operating pro?t to
sales for the at least one entity;
determining an industry for the at least one entity;
determining ratios of operating pro?t to sales for a

determining, from state corporate income tax data for
the at least one entity, a ratio of operating pro?t to
sales for the at least one entity;
determining an industry for the at least one entity;
determining ratios of operating pro?t to sales for a

plurality of other entities in the industry;
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plurality of other entities in the industry;
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comparing the ratio of operating pro?t to sales for the

operating pro?t to sales for the at least one entity ranks beloW
the interquartile range of the ratios of operating pro?t to sales

at least one entity to the ratios of operating pro?t to
sales for the other entities in the industry; and
determining, as a result of the comparing, that the at
least one entity is likely to have avoided a state
corporate income tax.
12. The system of claim 11, Wherein the state corporate
income tax data comprises aggregate state corporate income

for the other entities in the industry, thereby determining that
the at least one entity is likely to have avoided a state tax.

21. Computer readable storage medium encoded With
computer executable instructions for causing a computer to

perform the method comprising:
searching state corporate income tax data for a plurality of

tax data of a state tax collecting entity and Wherein the com

entities for an indicator that one or more of the entities is

puter-implemented module is further con?gured to receive

engaging in controlled transactions;

the state corporate income tax data from the state tax collect

identifying, as a result of the searching, at least one entity

ing entity.

that is likely to have engaged in controlled transactions;

13. The system of claim 12, Wherein the computer-imple

and
performing a transfer pricing analysis With respect to the at
least one entity, Wherein the transfer pricing analysis

mented module is further con?gured to pre-process the state

corporate income tax data prior to said searching.
14. The system of claim 11, Wherein the computer-imple
mented module is con?gured to determine the ratios of oper
ating pro?t to sales for the plurality of other entities in the

industry from commercially-available data for the plurality of
other entities in the industry and the computer-implemented

comprises:
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module is further con?gured to receive the commercially
available data from a commercial database.

15. The system of claim 14, Wherein the commercial data
base comprises Standard & Poor’s Compustat database.
16. The system of clam 11, Wherein the computer-imple

25

mented module is further con?gured to generate a report
indicating a state corporate income tax adjustment for the at
least one entity.

17. The system of claim 11, Wherein the computer-imple
mented module is con?gured to search the state corporate

income tax.
30

income tax data for an indicator of apportioning of the plu

18. The system of claim 11, Wherein the computer-imple
35

controlled transactions and is further con?gured to perform
the transfer pricing analysis With respect to each of the plu
rality of entities that are likely to have engaged in controlled
transactions.

19. The system of claim 18, Wherein the computer-imple

40

mented module is con?gured to determine a state tax adjust
ment for each of the plurality of entities that are likely to have

engaged in controlled transactions and generate a report
indicative of the state corporate income tax adjustments.
20. The system of claim 11, Wherein the computer-imple
mented module is con?gured to identify that the ratio of

determining ratios of operating pro?t to sales for a plu
rality of other entities in the industry;
comparing the ratio of operating pro?t to sales for the at
least one entity to the ratios of operating pro?t to sales
for the other entities in the industry; and
determining, as a result of the comparing, that the at least
one entity is likely to have avoided a state corporate

rality of entities.
mented module is con?gured to identify, as a result of the
search, a plurality of entities that are likely to have engaged in

determining, from state corporate income tax data for
the at least one entity, a ratio of operating pro?t to
sales for the at least one entity;
determining an industry for the at least one entity;

22. The computer readable storage medium of claim 21,
further encoded With computer executable instructions for
causing the computer to pre-process the state corporate
income tax data prior to said searching.
23. The computer readable storage medium of claim 21,
further encoded With computer executable instructions for
causing the computer to generate a report indicating a state
corporate income tax adjustment for the at least one entity.
24. The computer readable storage medium of claim 21,
further encoded With computer executable instructions for
causing the computer to identify, as a result of the search, a
plurality of entities that are likely to have engaged in con

trolled transactions and to perform the transfer pricing analy
sis With respect to each of the plurality of entities that are

likely to have engaged in controlled transactions.
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